SSSV
Report & Results

-10 days academic visit-
Shizuoka University → UTHM
30 November - 9 December 2014

Murakami Lab
Shimomura Lab
TOPICS

DAY 0
Arrive at Malaysia

DAY 1
Lab visit

DAY 1-4
International Conference

DAY 5
Sightseeing → Malacca

DAY 7-9
Workshop
Where is Malaysia?

SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB -
SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Lab visit

SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB -

SHIZUOKA UNIV x UTHM
Pasar lamback = flee market
Local foods & goods
INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATED ENGINEERING SUMMIT
1-4 December 2014
UTHM, Johor. Malaysia
“Driving Ideas Towards New Horizon”

FACULTY OF MECHANICAL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING • FACULTY OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING • FACULTY OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

DAY 1-4

SSSV IN MALAYSIA -MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB-

SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Speakers in ICNEE
Pyrazine layer in the atmosphere

1. Distortion
2. Oxidized

Effect of PDTC treatment

Effect of O₂/N₂ gas composition during post-annealing process for dye-sensitized solar cells
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SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB - SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Meeting with VC of UTHM

SSSV IN MALAYSIA -MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB-

SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Day 5

Sightseeing - Malacca -

SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB - SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Workshop

SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB -

SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
SSSV IN MALAYSIA -MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB-
SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM
Students of Shizuoka university and UTHM.
SSSV IN MALAYSIA - MURAKAMI LAB & SHIMOMURA LAB -
SHIZUOKA UNIV × UTHM

DAY 7-9

Presentations & Discussions
SSSVで学んだ2つのこと

・“Globish”の必要性
・“Break the ice” のための現地語のすすめ
間違ってもいい
完璧でなくてもいい
伝わればいいんだ
第二外国語のすすめ

Communication = 意思疎通 + 微笑み

↓

Globish

↓

現地語